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Based on the hit documentary that inspired a vibrant online community, this innovative approach
to birthing shows women how to maximize childbirth's emotional and physical rewards.With
more than 4 million babies born in the United States each year, too many women experience
birth as nothing more than a routine or painful event. In her much-praised film Orgasmic Birth,
acclaimed filmmaker Debra Pascali-Bonaro showed that in fact childbirth is a natural process to
be enjoyed and cherished. Now she joins forces with renowned author and activist Elizabeth
Davis to offer an enlightening program to help women attain the most empowering and satisfying
birth experience possible. While an orgasmic birth can, for some, induce feelings of intense,
ecstatic pleasure, it is ultimately about taking control of one's own body and making the most
informed decisions to have a safe, memorable, and joyful birth day.Whether women choose to
give birth at home, in a hospital, or in a birthing center, Orgasmic Birth provides all the
necessary tools and guidance to design the birth plan that's best for them. Featuring inspiring
stories from mothers and their partners and filled with practical advice and solutions, this one-of-
a-kind resource is the next frontier of natural, intimate childbirth.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Step OneKNOW BIRTHOrgasmic birth
is powerful, juicy, spiritual, and unforgettable--an endless moment beyond words. It is more than
lovemaking because it is about being stimulated by and loving the passion of life itself. It is a gift
to humankind to discover divine pleasure in birthing.--Marina A., Summerland Key,
FloridaWelcome to Orgasmic Birth! Perhaps this topic appeals to you because you have already
had an orgasmic birth and want to learn about others with similar experiences. Or perhaps you
gave birth with difficulty and are either seeking healing or are hoping for something better next
time. For those of you who have not yet had a baby, the concept of orgasmic birth may seem
both intriguing and a bit outlandish. After all, most of us have heard stories from our mothers,
sisters, and friends portraying birth as a painful, even agonizing event to be suffered through at
best.Rest assured: Orgasmic birth is very real, with a sound basis in physiology. But our culture
has veered away from understanding and supporting the physiology of birth that quite naturally
leads to ecstasy.To understand how this has happened, we need only look at the core values
that characterize modern society. Few of us would say that we live through our bodies; rather, we
tend to push our bodies to work long hours or perform strenuous workouts, and then, when we
find ourselves exhausted but unable to rest, we self-medicate with sleep aids, alcohol, etc. Our
lives are thoroughly and often rigorously planned: Booked with obligations, we have little time for
deep relaxation or spontaneous self-expression. If this results in physical pain, stress, or illness,
there are plenty of pharmaceuticals to let us get on with our work or back to the workout.The
practice of listening to body wisdom as a guide to good health and fruitful living that



characterized agrarian societies fell by the wayside as the pace of our lives accelerated with
industrialization. Now, we seem to be entering a new era--one where more of us will work from
home and set our own schedules, opening the possibility of living a more balanced lifestyle. But
how well will we take advantage of this opportunity? When I am hard at work writing and notice
that I am getting stressed, holding my breath, tightening my hips, or tensing my shoulders, I
could go out to the garden and breathe, engage my senses, and be refreshed. But the habit of
pushing myself is so ingrained that I often choose to ignore my body messages or, at best,
promise myself I'll relax later, "when I have time."The first time I gave birth, I was fresh from 2
years in Mexico, where I learned that if you are going somewhere, getting there is just as
important as being there. Preparations for leaving, climbing into the car, being on the road--all of
these were events of intrinsic worth, to be lived, played with, enjoyed. Nobody rushed as I had
been raised to rush, tense up when things weren't moving fast enough, lose my temper if those
around me moved too slowly, "get there on time" even if I was miserable trying to do it. And the
amazing thing was that whenever we arrived always seemed to be the perfect time. Time and
again I saw that my worries were a useless waste of energy. I wish I'd known this Mexican lesson
was my best preparation for giving birth.--Robbie Davis-Floyd, Austin, Texas,from Knowing: A
Story of Two BirthsIf I have trouble listening to my body, imagine how difficult it is for someone
without the time or means to do so. And yet, ecstatic pregnancy and birth experiences go a long
way toward resolving this disconnect, literally bringing us back to our senses.Another factor in
our dissociation from our bodies is "hurry-up parenting." We want to be patient with our children,
we really do, but we inadvertently pass our stress along to them, telling them to hurry up and get
their shoes on, pick a toy, or finish their vegetables. Perhaps the most potent way that body
wisdom has been preserved through the ages is through child- friendly mothering or
grandmothering, in which we slow down and follow the child's pace--one that is nonlinear and
fantastically creative precisely because the child has no obligation but to be in the moment. As
more of us have chosen or been forced to work long hours and care for children in our spare
time, we no longer receive our daily lessons from them--reminders on how to be creative,
intuitive, and, ultimately, healthier and happier.Modern culture is based on productivity; we are
what we do. Mothering has consistently lost stature as income and social status have become
the primary means for assessing success. But again, positive birth experiences can turn this
around.There are deeper layers to be explored here. For example, religious traditions that
consider the body to be a danger zone just waiting to lead us astray can cause trouble with the
birth process. When we separate body and mind (or consider the mind superior), we are hardly
likely to listen to what the body has to tell us! Place childbirth in this context, and we can begin to
see why women have disavowed natural birth for the seeming convenience of the hospital and
pain relief, breastfeeding for the bottle, and so on.It is a myth that giving birth has to involve pain.
The idea that God cursed women with pain in childbirth is slander--it is a calumny against God.
Presuming that God hates women and so cursed them to suffer because Eve bit the apple
offered by the serpent is nonsense (and I say this as a committed Christian).--Maria A., Berkeley,



CaliforniaWhatever we may wish to believe, changes to personality that occur during pregnancy
are incontrovertible precisely because they are born of the body. For example, there is the
disruption of linear thinking due to hormones that begins in the first few months and carries well
into breastfeeding. (I watched my newly pregnant aerobics instructor struggle with this over the
last few days--ordinarily right on the mark, she forgot more than a few familiar routines!) I believe
the reason our hormones slow us down and make us forgetful during pregnancy is to encourage
the cultivation of "mother- mind," a highly intuitive and relaxed way of thinking and being.
Mother- mind tunes us in to the body so we may be in optimal health when labor begins, ready
to surrender to the challenges of giving birth and the tasks of caring for a newborn without
lasting stress or fear.Specifically, preparation for letting go rests in the hormones estrogen,
progesterone, relaxin, and oxytocin. In order to understand birth, we must first appreciate the
basic role each of these plays during pregnancy.Estrogen is the hormone of ovulation,
prompting the sweet and passionate sexual drives many women notice midcycle. In pregnancy,
increased levels of estrogen accomplish wonderful things, not the least of which is heightened
sensitivity and flexibility in the vagina, along with increased sensitivity of the breasts. Estrogen
promotes growth, while progesterone promotes maintenance--particularly of the uterine lining,
which helps keep the pregnancy secure.Progesterone also teams up with relaxin to soften the
body, causing greater flexibility in the joints and tendons, as well as in the blood vessels. Dilation
of the vessels allows for a 50 percent increase in blood volume, which serves the baby's needs
for nourishment and elimination and the mother's need for a cushion to mediate blood loss
immediately after birth. Although vasodilation offers the additional benefits of reduced blood
pressure and slower digestion (to increase absorption of nutrients), it can also cause varicose
veins, hemorrhoids, heartburn, and dizziness upon rising suddenly. These effects could easily
be interpreted as signs of weakness, were it not for the brilliant design underpinning them--one
that promotes fetal growth and maternal well-being.Over the years, I have done a good bit of
research into the nature and cultivation of intuition, particularly as applied to women and birth,
and have found it a fascinating and rich area of exploration. Intuition can be defined as knowing
directly, characterized by perceptions that are clean and unexpected in their arrival. In contrast to
fears or projections, intuition is seldom engendered while in a frazzled or agitated state but
comes through best when we are relaxed and receptive. It has been shown that intuition
correlates to brain wave frequency: In beta (stressor anxietybased thinking), our brain waves are
rapid and jagged, whereas in alpha (a state of mind induced by meditation or rhythmic
activities), our brain waves slow down, becoming higher in amplitude and more synchronous
with those around us--we literally tune in to the bigger picture.I was a terrible control freak during
my first pregnancy, and I have no doubt that had an impact on my labor. Being a mother has
mostly cured that tendency, and I believe that the long process of letting go of tight control over
everything (which is really an illusion anyway) prepared me emotionally for my last birth like
nothing else could have. I was much more able to just let labor have me than I was the first time,
and I believe that's why this labor was so much shorter.--Laura F., Powder Springs, GeorgiaMy



spiritual awareness changed during pregnancy. I suddenly knew things I did not know before. My
dreams were clear lessons. I think my baby's soul prepared me through dreams and
meditations.--Saskia S., Oak Grove, KentuckyWhy should pregnancy prompt the development
of intuition? One reason is that intuition helps us to perceive and respond to our babies' needs
before they can verbalize them. Knowing directly is undeniably time-saving, and time is at a
premium when caring for a newborn. Intuition also supports mothers in self-care during the
demanding years of growing a family. In fact, here is where the cultural formula of "do more, be
more successful" begins to unravel: With intuition in the equation, doing less actually leads to
being and knowing more.Oxytocin is yet another element in the hormonal mix. Produced by the
pituitary gland, it is otherwise known as the love hormone because it is released not only with
sexual activity but also with arousal (even at the mere thought of a lover). This vital hormone is
never at higher levels in a woman's life than when she is pregnant, reaching a peak at the
moment she gives birth. In fact, oxytocin is the key to both heightened desire in pregnancy and
orgasmic birth!Oxytocin is also known as the bonding hormone, making it an important
consideration not only in terms of who attends us when we give birth but also as regards our
need for uninterrupted time with our newborn.Returning to our discussion of intuition, there is a
critical link between oxytocin and brain waves that are even deeper and more synchronous than
alpha. When not altered by Pitcin or other interventions, the brain waves of laboring women are
in theta frequency. This is the deepest level we can experience in a waking state. (We move into
delta with sleep.) Theta is associated with extrasensory perception, creative inspiration, and
spontaneous problem solving. In theta, time becomes relative and elastic. Anyone who has
given birth (or attended a birth) can attest to points in the process when minutes seemed like
hours and vice versa. Notice the correlation to the way our perception of time shifts with
passionate lovemaking.More than that, oxytocin facilitates bonding through entrainment. In this
physiological process, the heartbeats and breathing rhythms of lovers become synchronized,
and intimate partners in birth show synchronized brain wave frequencies. The slower the brain
wave, the greater the potential for entrainment. Thus a woman laboring in theta can entrain
attendants to her frequency, as long as they are loving, open, and unafraid.On the other hand,
what happens when there is fear in the mother or her attendants during labor? Quite literally, the
doors to ecstasy close and pain increases. This is due to the release of catecholamines, or
stress hormones, the most common of which is adrenaline. Adrenaline contracts the circular
muscles of the uterus--including the cervical opening, which must be relaxed to dilate. This
constriction results in pain and impaired circulation, often causing fetal distress.I connected with
my baby throughout my pregnancy. I searched for her and felt she was responding. In some
strange way, not talking to her exactly, I was in communication. This gave me confidence that
she was strong and everything would be fine.After this birth, I am much more confident with
other tasks in life. I know I have strong will and amazing intuition. I feel more connected to this
baby than to either of the other two born in the hospital. I understand her without her saying
anything, and I want to be close to her as much as possible.--Michael R., Norwich,



ConnecticutIn contrast, oxytocin contracts the long uterine fibers attached to the cervix--which, if
relaxed, opens easily. The long fibers also retract to form a thickened mass at the top (or fundus)
of the uterus. It is this thickened muscle mass that pushes the baby out.Thus the key to a
spontaneous, ecstatic labor is simply to avoid whatever interferes with oxytocin production.
Although adrenaline is the primary culprit, fear is not the only trigger: Stress, worry, or anything
that causes beta brain waves will stimulate the release of adrenaline. If we feel our safety is in
question or that we are being watched, we move into beta. As mentioned earlier, virtually all
mammals slow or stop labor if observed. In hospital births, women are observed not only by
medical personnel but also by technology (fetal monitoring, frequent internal exams, etc.). Even
a mother's observations of her own behavior ("Am I doing it right?") dramatically reduce oxytocin
release. Again, note the parallel to sexual activity: To whatever extent we are self-conscious or
worried about our performance, the potential for (and magnitude of ) orgasm decreases
exponentially. In fact, anything that stimulates the neocortex (such as exposure to bright light,
people asking questions or conversing within earshot, or any sensory stimulation requiring linear
thought) interferes with oxytocin production. In birthing, as in making love, privacy is crucial.We
held one another in our candlelit lounge and swayed back and forth. Our hips danced together.
My face buried into his body during the rushes, and when they subsided we embraced,
foreheads touching . . . the only two in the world.Earlier, when I wanted to rest, lying down was
painful unless he lay by my side. Whenever he touched me, my discomfort eased. He was better
than any heat pack.The line between pleasure and pain is very fine indeed. I sang my birth song,
a low moan, and he sang with me. I was surprised by how much birth sounded like sex! But birth
is part of the lovemaking continuum. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorELIZABETH DAVIS has been a midwife, women's healthcare specialist, and educator for
more than 30 years. Cofounder of the National Midwifery Institute, she lives in CA.DEBRA
PASCALI-BONARO is a Lamaze-certified childbirth expert and award-winning documentarian.
She lives in NJ.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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ORGASMIC BIRTHYOUR GUIDE TO A SAFE,SATISFYING, AND PLEASURABLEBIRTH
EXPERIENCEELIZABETH DAVIS and DEBRA PASCALI-BONAROI would like to say to every
pregnant woman reading this:Don’t be afraid to dream of the perfect birth the way you imagineit.
You can have it as long as you really want it!—Maria K., MontrealAlso by Elizabeth DavisHeart &
Hands, A Midwife’s Guide to Pregnancy and BirthWomen’s Sexual Passages: Finding Pleasure
and Intimacy at Every Stage of LifeThe Circle of Life: Thirteen Archetypes for Every
WomanCONTENTSINTRODUCTIONPart 1—How to Have an Orgasmic Birth Step One: Know
BirthStep Two: Know Your OptionsStep Three: Be HealthyStep Four: Be Vibrantly SexualStep
Five: Expect the UnexpectedStep Six: Orgasmic Birth, Orgasmic LifePart 2—Orgasmic Birth: A
Trimester-by-Trimester GuidePart 3—The StoriesENDNOTESAPPENDIX AAPPENDIX
BAPPENDIX CRESOURCESINDEXINTRODUCTIONI never expected such a sensual
experience—although I read about births like this, I did not think myself “alternative” enough to
have one. I intellectualize things, and people told me my previous labor was probably so long
and difficult because I overthought it.But with this birth, the stronger the contractions, the more
excited I felt. The orgasmic sensations during second stage were completely unexpected and
took me weeks to discuss with anyone. My husband was relieved when I told him—he was
shocked at how sensual the experience had been and was happy it had been so for me.Still, I
edit out the orgasmic element when telling my story, as most people are not aware of it as a
possibility and would think I was completely insane!—VIRGINIA W., BATH, ENGLANDWhen I
had my first child in 1972, we were at the tail end of what I now call the Dark Ages of Childbirth.
Partners were not allowed into the birth room, women routinely received an enema and pubic
area shave, and they were often strapped hands and feet to the delivery table so they would not
“contaminate the sterile field.” Immediate nursing of the newborn was as rare as breastfeeding;
most women were not allowed to touch their babies for many hours. Typically, women labored
without support or preparation, and medications to speed labor led to the generous use of
general analgesics like Demerol, which depressed both mother and baby and greatly interfered
with bonding.My first birth took place in the hospital with many of the trappings above, although
this was not what I had intended. During the first few months of my pregnancy, I had searched
without success for a midwife; then I met a woman pregnant with her third child who had already
given birth twice at home, and she agreed to assist me. Not only that, but she invited me to be at
her birth—a truly glorious event that left me more excited than ever about what was in store for
me. Unfortunately, I went into labor a month early, and she was out of town. At first, my husband
and I considered staying home and doing it ourselves, but we were 2 hours from the hospital,
with an older truck and a snowstorm coming.Apart from the total joy and deep recognition of my
son that accompanied his birth, what I remember most about the hospital was being abandoned
in labor after receiving an overdose of Pitocin that left me with contractions so painfully strong
that all I could do was scream, and all my husband could do was sit helplessly beside me.



Contractions were back-to-back with perhaps 10 seconds in between; my entire labor was only
21⁄2 hours long, but with a rhythm and intensity that was violently unnatural. As my son began to
emerge, I called for help, but I guess no one believed I could be ready because by the time they
came, their best response was to tell me to hold my legs together as they tried to find the
doctor.Soon I was in the delivery room, my arms and legs strapped down, and when my son was
born, oh, how I wanted to hold him! No, they said, he was cold, and they whisked him away with
promises to bring him back soon. But that was not to be: I innocently accepted what I was told
was minor pain relief for the deep episiotomy they had performed—and I woke up 7 hours later.I
don’t think I will ever overcome the guilt of leaving my son alone during his first hours. At the
time, I became emotional and started to cry, and I was quickly isolated from the other mothers
on the ward. There was no rooming-in for babies then—they stayed in the nursery and were
brought out every 4 hours—and I thought that if I had to wait any longer to hold my son I would
lose my mind. Although I was weak from my forced labor and the pain medication and in pain
from my episiotomy to the extent that I could barely walk, my husband and I left the hospital
against medical advice at 17 hours and headed home to try to repair the damage.Thank
goodness for breastfeeding and the bond that it creates, which helped so much to bring my son
and me back together. But my distress from my hospital trauma and the loss of my home birth
dream had a severe impact on me (and my marriage)—I found it difficult to recover emotionally
and suffered from postpartum depression for over a year.My experience, along with those of
many other unhappy women, created the fertile field from which the natural birth movement was
born. Methods of childbirth preparation were developed and refined, new appreciation for and
support of breastfeeding emerged, fathers claimed their right to witness the births of their
children, and, consequently, hospital policies began to change.But my mind was made up: My
next birth would definitely be at home. Two years later, this dream came true, and it was night
and day to my hospital experience.I went into labor at night, and my midwives came over. The
next day dawned sunny and warm (even though it was the middle of January, lobelia still
bloomed in my window box), and I was still at it. I was a bit surprised that it was taking so long—
weren’t second births supposed to be faster? In retrospect, I think I was working through the
trauma of my first experience and taking my time. My midwives were kind and discreet as I
labored in my own bed with all its warmth and comfort. I meditated on my favorite pictures to help
me meet the challenges of contractions, and honestly, I just felt so thankful to be where I was,
giving birth as I was. My 2-year-old son came and went with the full support of friends, and my
husband was with me all the way.Labor picked up and started to hurt. I was afraid to move. But
just as I began to doubt that I could do it, I discovered the secret of pleasure in labor: Surrender!
And yet another surprise: With surrender, I actually felt in control! When I let go, the contractions
became bearable. When I let go, I knew what to do. When I let go, I became spontaneous,
rocking and groaning very much as in making love.And when I let go as my little daughter was
coming through my vagina with so much pressure, I could feel her contours exquisitely, a
profound caress. I experienced waves of sensation and trembling and, as she emerged in a



swoosh of release, a full-on climax, nothing less than the most magnificent orgasm I had ever
known. And my husband caught her and lifted her up to me! Moments later, my darling son was
in my arms right along with my daughter.Of course I wanted to tell the world about it! But as you
might imagine, I got a lot of funny looks or, worse, outright disbelief—even from my best friends.
Undaunted, I went on to study and train to be a midwife. I later wrote a text for beginning
midwives and then a book on sexuality, including a chapter on the sexuality of pregnancy and
birth, on which I began to lecture widely. I spoke on radio and television on the topics of
midwifery, home birth, and birth’s sexual aspects— but most of the time, I omitted the “O” word,
lest my credibility be damaged.Slowly, though, I began to meet other women who had had
orgasmic birth experiences. We shared the details much as one would share details of the best
lovemaking—with the same frankness, joy, and amazement. We talked about what made it so for
us, and we wondered why more women couldn’t have this opportunity.As I continued to research
the physiology of birth and sexuality, new information emerged to explain the connection
between labor and sexual ecstasy, and I felt increasingly moved to share this knowledge with
other women. And then I met Debra Pascali-Bonaro, who was just in the early stages of her
Orgasmic Birth film project. An international doula trainer and childbirth educator, she had fought
without success to have two undisturbed births in the hospital and then went on to have an
orgasmic birth at a freestanding birth center. Her passion was to empower women to make
informed choices about childbearing, and she shared her concern that overuse of drugs and
technology, in combination with increasing fear of birth, stood to undermine birth’s orgasmic
potential. Our connection was strong and immediate: We both had a vision of bringing the power
and beauty of birthing back to women and their supporters, and we both believed that
experiences of orgasmic birth could potentially transform our society at its very core.How do we
define “orgasmic birth”? Our definition is broad enough to include those who describe birth as
ecstatic and specific enough to give voice to those who actually feel the contractions of orgasm
and climax at the moment of delivery. Many of our interviewees spoke of astounding pressure
and sensation in the vagina as birth approached, followed by a flood of release and emotion as
the baby emerged. Whenever a woman can look back on these moments with joy, when the
physical and emotional aspects of birth are fully experienced as pleasurable, we call this
orgasmic birth.A word or two about pain: We have all heard nightmare stories of suffering during
birth, haven’t we? We discuss this in more depth in Step One, but for now, consider this: All
mammals will stop labor if observed (mice in glass cages clearly demonstrate this behavior).1 In
humans, the hormonal response to a lack of privacy in labor is the release of adrenaline—and
now we know that adrenaline opposes oxytocin, the hormone that contracts the uterus and
prompts dilation. Adrenaline causes the cervix to be tight and rigid, so in active labor, when the
cervix must be soft and relaxed to dilate, it is easy to see how pain is often part of the typical
birth experience.Oxytocin—otherwise known as the love hormone—is also released during
foreplay, with orgasm, and, interestingly enough, at the mere thought of a lover, accounting for
our ability to become physically aroused without actual contact. Similarly, a mother may



experience letdown of her milk (also prompted by oxytocin) simply upon hearing her baby cry or
even just by thinking of the baby if she is away. Oxytocin levels are extraordinarily high during
labor, but never higher than at the moment of birth and immediately after. This is to facilitate
complete contraction of the uterus to prevent excess blood loss but also to prompt bonding. It
has been clearly demonstrated that oxytocin causes us to form a deep attachment to whoever is
present at times of significant release.Note that synthetic oxytocin, or Pitocin, does not
engender this love, ecstasy, and bonding response because it affects the uterus only—it cannot
cross the blood to brain barrier to reach brain receptors for Pitocin. Physician Marcos Leite has
documented that it takes half an hour for oxytocin production to resume once Pitocin is turned
off, and much longer for levels to be anywhere near as high as normally occur at the time of
birth.2 Epidural medication also negatively affects oxytocin production.3 We discuss this more in
Step One, but for now, just appreciate the profound role the “love hormone” plays in the complex
process of giving birth.Oxytocin is the missing link between sex and birth. Imagine the
possibilities when this connection is well understood and birth is deliberately planned to make
the most of it!As more and more women discover this experientially, orgasmic birth is finally
coming out of the closet. Just months after completion, Debra’s film Orgasmic Birth was booked
solid for a year of international premieres. Everywhere it shows, people rush up afterward to
share a story or, more often, to ask, “How can I have an orgasmic birth? Is there something I
should read?” This book springs from our desire to provide the how-to for every aspect of
preparation, as well as personal success stories for guidance and inspiration.About the writing
of this book: I wrote this Introduction and Parts 1 and 2 (the text) with feedback and parent
comments provided by Debra, who compiled and edited Part 3 (the stories). We welcome your
comments! Please contact Debra at www.orgasmicbirth.com to share your birth story.If you are
someone who wants more from birth than medication and just getting by, this book is for you. Or,
if you are simply curious about the possibility that something wonderful might be in store for you
when it is your time, we give you Orgasmic Birth!—ELIZABETH DAVISTHE ULTIMATE physical,
mental, emotional, and spiritual experience! Such an incredible journey of self-discovery and
self-respect. I once heard that birth has the potential to be about 7 years’ worth of meditation to
the human body. I truly believe this now.—Sarah L.MY “SECRET” has made some women gasp
with astonishment, envy, and disbelief. But at last I can share this with others—the best orgasm
of my life! I felt so very strong immediately afterward, so capable—and so exhilarated that I felt I
could climb the highest mountain and swim the largest ocean. It was extremely empowering.—
Patricia A.MY FEELINGS FOR GIVING BIRTH this way go beyond words. It is something so
sacred, universal, and expansive, I just feel there is no word big enough for it. It is spiritual in a
manner that just cannot be accessed in any other way. It is so woman-ness to the raw core, and
it taps into an ancient channel of women’s history and mysteries that is so strong and so
powerful that it has the potential to change the world.—Dina J.BIRTH IS A BEAUTIFUL, WILD,
AND NATURAL EXPERIENCE . . . very empowering and peace-giving . . . heaven and earth
touching.—Silvia P.MY PERCEPTIONS CHANGED immensely from my first son’s birth (hospital



cesarean) to my second son’s birth (home, natural). I have come to see the medical world more
for what it is—a business—and have realized that birth is not something that needs to or should
belong to doctors, and that it’s actually a huge misfortune to not at least offer a woman and her
family the opportunity to experience the power of birth without interventions. I no longer think of
pain when I think of childbirth, as I was programmed to do by the world around me. Instead, I
think of intimacy, love, strength, power, beauty, truth, effort, and reward.—Jennifer H.TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY! You owe it to your baby, your family, yourself, and the human race as a whole
to do the work and own this process. It may be scary, but the results are incredible!—Genevieve
S.THE KEY ELEMENTS of my pleasurable birth experience? Giving birth on my own terms, in
the comfort of my own home, and without fear. To have a truly ecstatic birth, you have to let go of
fear. And that takes time in a culture where there is a deep-seated fear of childbirth, and for a
mom (like me) who had a cesarean with her first birth. I couldn’t birth freely with that first birth,
nor with my VBAC, but with this birth, my third, I was able to completely let go and revel in the
experience.—Kathryn H.I FEEL POWERFUL in my skin and a true sense of awe about my body.
I treasure my children for the role that they played in birthing me as the mother and woman that I
am today.—Colleen B.I AM WAY MORE SUPPORTIVE of my wife since that birth. In my
business, I know that a political campaign veteran has certain experiences that I can trust.
Likewise, after witnessing my wife’s home birth after C-section, I just figured she was a goddess
and we all better just get used to that. Period.—Bill M.Notes - Introduction1. Niles Newton and
Donald Foshee, “Experimental inhibition of labor through environmental disturbances,” Birth and
the Family Journal 6 (Spring 1979): 1.2. Leite, Marcus, lecture notes, Midwifery Today
conference, 2003.3. Vivi-Anne, Rham, Anita, Hallgren, Hans, Houmlgberg, Ingalill, Hurtig,
Viveca, Odlind, “Plasma oxytocin levels in women during labor with or without epidural
analgesia: a prospective study.” Journal Acta Obstericia et Gynecologica Scandinavica 81:11,
November 2002, 1033–1039.PART ONEHow to Have anOrgasmic BirthSTEP ONEKNOW
BIRTHOrgasmic birth is powerful, juicy, spiritual, and unforgettable—an endless moment
beyond words. It is more than lovemaking because it is about being stimulated by and loving the
passion of life itself. It is a gift to humankind to discover divine pleasure in birthing.—MARINA A.,
SUMMERLAND KEY, FLORIDAWelcome to Orgasmic Birth! Perhaps this topic appeals to you
because you have already had an orgasmic birth and want to learn about others with similar
experiences. Or perhaps you gave birth with difficulty and are either seeking healing or are
hoping for something better next time. For those of you who have not yet had a baby, the
concept of orgasmic birth may seem both intriguing and a bit outlandish. After all, most of us
have heard stories from our mothers, sisters, and friends portraying birth as a painful, even
agonizing event to be suffered through at best.Rest assured: Orgasmic birth is very real, with a
sound basis in physiology. But our culture has veered away from understanding and supporting
the physiology of birth that quite naturally leads to ecstasy.To understand how this has
happened, we need only look at the core values that characterize modern society. Few of us
would say that we live through our bodies; rather, we tend to push our bodies to work long hours



or perform strenuous workouts, and then, when we find ourselves exhausted but unable to rest,
we self-medicate with sleep aids, alcohol, etc. Our lives are thoroughly and often rigorously
planned: Booked with obligations, we have little time for deep relaxation or spontaneous self-
expression. If this results in physical pain, stress, or illness, there are plenty of pharmaceuticals
to let us get on with our work or back to the workout.The practice of listening to body wisdom as
a guide to good health and fruitful living that characterized agrarian societies fell by the wayside
as the pace of our lives accelerated with industrialization. Now, we seem to be entering a new era
—one where more of us will work from home and set our own schedules, opening the possibility
of living a more balanced lifestyle. But how well will we take advantage of this opportunity?
When I am hard at work writing and notice that I am getting stressed, holding my breath,
tightening my hips, or tensing my shoulders, I could go out to the garden and breathe, engage
my senses, and be refreshed. But the habit of pushing myself is so ingrained that I often choose
to ignore my body messages or, at best, promise myself I’ll relax later, “when I have time.”The
first time I gave birth, I was fresh from 2 years in Mexico, where I learned that if you are going
somewhere, getting there is just as important as being there. Preparations for leaving, climbing
into the car, being on the road—all of these were events of intrinsic worth, to be lived, played
with, enjoyed. Nobody rushed as I had been raised to rush, tense up when things weren’t
moving fast enough, lose my temper if those around me moved too slowly, “get there on time”
even if I was miserable trying to do it. And the amazing thing was that whenever we arrived
always seemed to be the perfect time. Time and again I saw that my worries were a useless
waste of energy. I wish I’d known this Mexican lesson was my best preparation for giving birth.—
Robbie Davis-Floyd, Austin, Texas,from Knowing: A Story of Two BirthsIf I have trouble listening
to my body, imagine how difficult it is for someone without the time or means to do so. And yet,
ecstatic pregnancy and birth experiences go a long way toward resolving this disconnect,
literally bringing us back to our senses.Another factor in our dissociation from our bodies is
“hurry-up parenting.” We want to be patient with our children, we really do, but we inadvertently
pass our stress along to them, telling them to hurry up and get their shoes on, pick a toy, or finish
their vegetables. Perhaps the most potent way that body wisdom has been preserved through
the ages is through child-friendly mothering or grandmothering, in which we slow down and
follow the child’s pace—one that is nonlinear and fantastically creative precisely because the
child has no obligation but to be in the moment. As more of us have chosen or been forced to
work long hours and care for children in our spare time, we no longer receive our daily lessons
from them—reminders on how to be creative, intuitive, and, ultimately, healthier and
happier.Modern culture is based on productivity; we are what we do. Mothering has consistently
lost stature as income and social status have become the primary means for assessing success.
But again, positive birth experiences can turn this around.There are deeper layers to be
explored here. For example, religious traditions that consider the body to be a danger zone just
waiting to lead us astray can cause trouble with the birth process. When we separate body and
mind (or consider the mind superior), we are hardly likely to listen to what the body has to tell us!



Place childbirth in this context, and we can begin to see why women have disavowed natural
birth for the seeming convenience of the hospital and pain relief, breastfeeding for the bottle, and
so on.It is a myth that giving birth has to involve pain. The idea that God cursed women with pain
in childbirth is slander—it is a calumny against God. Presuming that God hates women and so
cursed them to suffer because Eve bit the apple offered by the serpent is nonsense (and I say
this as a committed Christian).—Maria A., Berkeley, CaliforniaWhatever we may wish to believe,
changes to personality that occur during pregnancy are incontrovertible precisely because they
are born of the body. For example, there is the disruption of linear thinking due to hormones that
begins in the first few months and carries well into breastfeeding. (I watched my newly pregnant
aerobics instructor struggle with this over the last few days—ordinarily right on the mark, she
forgot more than a few familiar routines!) I believe the reason our hormones slow us down and
make us forgetful during pregnancy is to encourage the cultivation of “mother-mind,” a highly
intuitive and relaxed way of thinking and being. Mother-mind tunes us in to the body so we may
be in optimal health when labor begins, ready to surrender to the challenges of giving birth and
the tasks of caring for a newborn without lasting stress or fear.Specifically, preparation for letting
go rests in the hormones estrogen, progesterone, relaxin, and oxytocin. In order to understand
birth, we must first appreciate the basic role each of these plays during pregnancy.Estrogen is
the hormone of ovulation, prompting the sweet and passionate sexual drives many women
notice midcycle. In pregnancy, increased levels of estrogen accomplish wonderful things, not the
least of which is heightened sensitivity and flexibility in the vagina, along with increased
sensitivity of the breasts. Estrogen promotes growth, while progesterone promotes maintenance
—particularly of the uterine lining, which helps keep the pregnancy secure.Progesterone also
teams up with relaxin to soften the body, causing greater flexibility in the joints and tendons, as
well as in the blood vessels. Dilation of the vessels allows for a 50 percent increase in blood
volume, which serves the baby’s needs for nourishment and elimination and the mother’s need
for a cushion to mediate blood loss immediately after birth. Although vasodilation offers the
additional benefits of reduced blood pressure and slower digestion (to increase absorption of
nutrients), it can also cause varicose veins, hemorrhoids, heartburn, and dizziness upon rising
suddenly. These effects could easily be interpreted as signs of weakness, were it not for the
brilliant design underpinning them—one that promotes fetal growth and maternal well-
being.Over the years, I have done a good bit of research into the nature and cultivation of
intuition, particularly as applied to women and birth, and have found it a fascinating and rich area
of exploration. Intuition can be defined as knowing directly, characterized by perceptions that are
clean and unexpected in their arrival. In contrast to fears or projections, intuition is seldom
engendered while in a frazzled or agitated state but comes through best when we are relaxed
and receptive. It has been shown that intuition correlates to brain wave frequency: In beta
(stressor anxietybased thinking), our brain waves are rapid and jagged, whereas in alpha (a
state of mind induced by meditation or rhythmic activities), our brain waves slow down,
becoming higher in amplitude and more synchronous with those around us—we literally tune in



to the bigger picture.I was a terrible control freak during my first pregnancy, and I have no doubt
that had an impact on my labor. Being a mother has mostly cured that tendency, and I believe
that the long process of letting go of tight control over everything (which is really an illusion
anyway) prepared me emotionally for my last birth like nothing else could have. I was much more
able to just let labor have me than I was the first time, and I believe that’s why this labor was so
much shorter.—Laura F., Powder Springs, GeorgiaMy spiritual awareness changed during
pregnancy. I suddenly knew things I did not know before. My dreams were clear lessons. I think
my baby’s soul prepared me through dreams and meditations.—Saskia S., Oak Grove,
KentuckyWhy should pregnancy prompt the development of intuition? One reason is that
intuition helps us to perceive and respond to our babies’ needs before they can verbalize them.
Knowing directly is undeniably time-saving, and time is at a premium when caring for a newborn.
Intuition also supports mothers in self-care during the demanding years of growing a family. In
fact, here is where the cultural formula of “do more, be more successful” begins to unravel: With
intuition in the equation, doing less actually leads to being and knowing more.Oxytocin is yet
another element in the hormonal mix. Produced by the pituitary gland, it is otherwise known as
the love hormone because it is released not only with sexual activity but also with arousal (even
at the mere thought of a lover). This vital hormone is never at higher levels in a woman’s life than
when she is pregnant, reaching a peak at the moment she gives birth. In fact, oxytocin is the key
to both heightened desire in pregnancy and orgasmic birth!Oxytocin is also known as the
bonding hormone, making it an important consideration not only in terms of who attends us
when we give birth but also as regards our need for uninterrupted time with our
newborn.Returning to our discussion of intuition, there is a critical link between oxytocin and
brain waves that are even deeper and more synchronous than alpha. When not altered by
Pitocin or other interventions, the brain waves of laboring women are in theta frequency. This is
the deepest level we can experience in a waking state. (We move into delta with sleep.) Theta is
associated with extrasensory perception, creative inspiration, and spontaneous problem solving.
In theta, time becomes relative and elastic. Anyone who has given birth (or attended a birth) can
attest to points in the process when minutes seemed like hours and vice versa. Notice the
correlation to the way our perception of time shifts with passionate lovemaking.More than that,
oxytocin facilitates bonding through entrainment. In this physiological process, the heartbeats
and breathing rhythms of lovers become synchronized, and intimate partners in birth show
synchronized brain wave frequencies. The slower the brain wave, the greater the potential for
entrainment. Thus a woman laboring in theta can entrain attendants to her frequency, as long as
they are loving, open, and unafraid.On the other hand, what happens when there is fear in the
mother or her attendants during labor? Quite literally, the doors to ecstasy close and pain
increases. This is due to the release of catecholamines, or stress hormones, the most common
of which is adrenaline. Adrenaline contracts the circular muscles of the uterus—including the
cervical opening, which must be relaxed to dilate. This constriction results in pain and impaired
circulation, often causing fetal distress.I connected with my baby throughout my pregnancy. I



searched for her and felt she was responding. In some strange way, not talking to her exactly, I
was in communication. This gave me confidence that she was strong and everything would be
fine.After this birth, I am much more confident with other tasks in life. I know I have strong will
and amazing intuition. I feel more connected to this baby than to either of the other two born in
the hospital. I understand her without her saying anything, and I want to be close to her as much
as possible.—Michael R., Norwich, ConnecticutIn contrast, oxytocin contracts the long uterine
fibers attached to the cervix—which, if relaxed, opens easily. The long fibers also retract to form
a thickened mass at the top (or fundus) of the uterus. It is this thickened muscle mass that
pushes the baby out.Thus the key to a spontaneous, ecstatic labor is simply to avoid whatever
interferes with oxytocin production. Although adrenaline is the primary culprit, fear is not the only
trigger: Stress, worry, or anything that causes beta brain waves will stimulate the release of
adrenaline. If we feel our safety is in question or that we are being watched, we move into beta.
As mentioned earlier, virtually all mammals slow or stop labor if observed. In hospital births,
women are observed not only by medical personnel but also by technology (fetal monitoring,
frequent internal exams, etc.). Even a mother’s observations of her own behavior (“Am I doing it
right?”) dramatically reduce oxytocin release. Again, note the parallel to sexual activity: To
whatever extent we are self-conscious or worried about our performance, the potential for (and
magnitude of ) orgasm decreases exponentially. In fact, anything that stimulates the neocortex
(such as exposure to bright light, people asking questions or conversing within earshot, or any
sensory stimulation requiring linear thought) interferes with oxytocin production. In birthing, as in
making love, privacy is crucial.We held one another in our candlelit lounge and swayed back and
forth. Our hips danced together. My face buried into his body during the rushes, and when they
subsided we embraced, foreheads touching … the only two in the world.Earlier, when I wanted
to rest, lying down was painful unless he lay by my side. Whenever he touched me, my
discomfort eased. He was better than any heat pack.The line between pleasure and pain is very
fine indeed. I sang my birth song, a low moan, and he sang with me. I was surprised by how
much birth sounded like sex! But birth is part of the lovemaking continuum.When I scooped my
baby up from the water, my partner wept tears of joy, and my friend’s breasts burst forth with
milk. That’s what I remember most. Not the posterior back pain. Not the 58 hours of dilation. The
intimacy.—Sarah L., Melbourne, AustraliaRemember that Pitocin stops oxytocin production; it
does not engender love and bonding responses because it cannot cross the blood–brain barrier
to reach brain receptors. Epidural medication also disrupts oxytocin production, particularly in
the moments just before birth when levels should peak, by numbing stretch receptors in the
vagina that normally would respond to pressure from the baby’s head. Pitocin decreases
amounts of yet another important hormone: prostaglandin F2, which normally rises throughout
labor to stimulate progress. Here is the classic vicious cycle: unnaturally strong Pitocin-induced
contractions cause pain that is exacerbated by the drug’s anti-ecstatic effects, leading to an
epidural, decreased uterine activity, and the need for more Pitocin!Returning to our friendly
hormones, we can better appreciate how they work during labor by going through the process



stage by stage. As we do so, the sexual nature of birth will become increasingly clear.We begin
with first-stage labor, the phase when the cervix dilates from being relatively closed to fully open.
The first stage is divided into two parts: early, or prodromal, labor and active labor. In prodromal
labor, hormone levels rise to stimulate contractions (or waves of uterine activity) strong enough
to initiate dilation. If the cervix is not already soft, it will become so in a process we call
effacement. Effacement is facilitated by prostaglandin F2 and by pressure from the baby’s head
(or butt, with a breech birth).How long does prodromal labor last? With a second or subsequent
baby, it could be a matter of minutes, but often it lasts hours and sometimes several
days.Prodromal labor may also be termed false labor, particularly if it starts and stops
repeatedly. I’ve never liked this term, as it implies that the sensations the mother feels are
immaterial to progress, when nothing could be further from the truth. Instead, I prefer to call it
warm-up labor. Occasionally, a round or two of warm-up labor is followed by a pause of days or
even weeks. Twinges in the cervix, pressure in the lower back, and mild menstrual-like cramping
signal stretching of the lower uterine segment, which allows the baby to drop against the cervix
and position itself optimally for labor. Warm-up labor also gives the mother and her partner time
to slow down, adjust routines, and prepare for the birth.In prodromal labor, the mother has three
physiologic priorities: nutrition, rest, and movement. Good nutrition is absolutely essential in
early labor, as the average caloric demands of a first birth are equivalent to that of a 50-mile
hike! Just imagine undertaking a marathon like this without adequate calories to sustain you.
The same goes for rest; many a spontaneous, destined-to-be-normal labor has gone awry for
lack of sleep. Nutrition and rest give you the strength to be increasingly active as labor
progresses. Movement is important, too, for getting hormone levels up, keeping pelvic joints
loose, and encouraging the baby to descend by force of gravity. Activities that are both relaxing
and stimulating, like walking in nature, are ideal.I knew it was normal for first-time moms to have
long early labors, but I wanted something to happen. Outwardly, I didn’t look like I was forcing it,
but with contractions, I tried to speed things up. My frustration was compounded by the critics in
my head, skeptical of my capacity to birth as well as my choice to do so at home.After 2 days of
this, labor stopped, and my despair spilled out as I finally confessed to my midwife: “I’m scared.
Nothing is working, and I’m tired. What about the hospital?” She assured me that if I chose to go,
she would stay with me—with the caveat that since there wasn’t an emergency, they would start
me on Pitocin, which would likely make the contractions too strong and lead to other
interventions. This popped my escape bubble, the hope of some way out, and grounded me in
my deeper desire to have my baby in our little cottage, by my own power.—Ursula F., Oakland,
CaliforniaI am brought to my knees by a powerful pushing contraction. I am amazed and at the
mercy of this power, there is no me, there is some other force squeezing my body … The force
takes hold of me again, and the baby is traveling to the outside world. My job is to follow, to
gentle the process; the baby is obviously taking care of coming out by herself. I try to pull back
from the burning, then let go. I am blessing my friends for going before me and giving me this gift
of knowledge. I feel every bit of her head pass the thin rim of my skin, and then there is a small



pause. I am like Earth, moved by tremors. Slight pause, and then a rotation and rush of fluid as
her body surfs out slippery. Epic-size relief. Half Dome, granite rock of relief. It’s magic …
powerful. It is a complete transformation of all who witness it.—Christine C., Oakland,
CaliforniaYet another component of physiologic attunement is doing whatever you can to help
oxytocin levels increase. Of course you must avoid stress and overactivity, but you and your
partner can be proactive by cuddling, kissing, or otherwise circulating loving, affectionate
energy. If you are not partnered, circulate this energy yourself. Consider the ways you set the
stage for sexual activity: with a leisurely bath, aromatherapy, candles, or music. These aids help
keep oxytocin levels high while prompting your brain waves to drift into alpha, not just in early
labor, but throughout.Input from those who are tense, fearful, or critical must be avoided. Send
anxious friends or relatives out on errands (tell them you will call when it’s time to return), or, if
you are birthing at home, perhaps they can go to the kitchen and make food for after the birth.I
had envisioned the possibility of a painless birth, so why was this painful? I was afraid. As I
looked at my fear, I realized that if I would let it go, the pain would diminish. The next contraction
proved this to be true—it was my fear that was causing them to be so sharp.—Christine
C.Prodromal shifts to active labor when dilation reaches 4 centimeters. At this point, contractions
typically occur every 5 minutes and last for a full minute. There are exceptions to this, but for the
most part, contractions must be of this length and spacing for dilation to continue. The 4-
centimeter marker is often accompanied by major psychological challenges some would call the
greatest in all of labor. This is when you discover the full power and scope of the process; it’s
when you realize that you don’t “do” labor, it “does” you. Many moms feel frustrated and afraid
because they’ve tried everything they can to get comfortable—every position, breathing
technique, and labor prop available—and it still hurts! A subtle but profound difference in
approach is called for at this point, based on the difference between doing and being, between
relaxation and letting go, between letting go and surrender.I used hypnosis as childbirth
preparation and worked with a posthypnotic suggestion that every time I had a contraction, I
would become more deeply relaxed and comfortable. Another suggestion was that labor would
get easier as it progressed further. This was the biggest surprise in giving birth. My analytical
brain could hardly believe that labor got easier as it progressed—but I was so relaxed that by the
time I hit transition, I was more comfortable than in early labor.—Sita R., Jacksonville,
FloridaThe contraction waves were really intense, but I was so excited that I would not call them
painful. They were strong and there was pressure. When they came, I would go down on my
hands and knees and shake my butt. This helped! Every few minutes I would go down on hands
and knees and shake, shake, shake. It is amazing how much that helped. My body took over,
and I felt that my body knew everything; I just needed to give my body the control. One time my
head took over and ouch, it hurt! So I decided to keep my head out of it, and everything went
great from that point.—Saskia S.The wonderful news is that when you do surrender, you get a
hefty dose of beta-endorphins, or morphinelike substances produced by the pituitary gland and
known as nature’s pain relief. If you are unfamiliar with the action of beta-endorphins, here’s an



example: As a reluctant jogger, I occasionally agree to go running with a friend and invariably
reach the point when I think, Why am I doing this? Waves of nausea and self-doubt overtake me,
and just as I’m ready to quit, I get this sudden burst of energy, a rush of strength and well-being,
and wow, I’m running like a gazelle, in rhythm, on automatic pilot—all because my endorphins
have kicked in. Needless to say, if a woman at the threshold between early and active labor does
not know the endorphins are coming, she might be overcome by fear or panic and ask for drugs
if she is in the hospital. But epidural medication is known to inhibit endorphin production and the
change in consciousness so critical at this point in labor.1On the other hand, if a mother’s
oxytocin levels are kept high—she is shown loving-kindness and has the opportunity for privacy
—she can make this shift on her own and find her way to a labor that is not only bearable but
also pleasurable and even transcendent. As a midwife, I’ve had many opportunities to witness
women who have cried out in despair at 4 centimeters, only to be calm and smiling near full
dilation.Still, this degree of surrender is not all that easy. Often, it involves doing the opposite of
your usual response to stress or pain. For example, if your style is to curl up in a ball and lie still,
you may that you feel better and can let go more if you keep moving. Or if you enjoy movement
and strongly identify with your physicality, the key may lie in being still and letting yourself go soft.
In the same way that we may take chances during sexual activity by trying new positions or
movements, labor requires the spontaneity of going beyond our habits and patterns of
behavior.The 4-centimeter threshold is just one of several points in labor I call plateaus. Entirely
different from arrests in progress (characterized by tension, a feeling of being stuck, and an
eventual decrease in energy and uterine activity), plateaus are merely points of integration at
which women level out for a while until ready to go on. Similarly, when making love, there are
moments we deliberately slow down to be able to take in more sensation, moving energy
through the body to intensify the next round of passion. In other words, a direct course is not
always the best, whereas pause-and-reflect moments keep us soundly in the oxytocin field.As
labor strengthens, so do sensations of cramping in the cervix or pain in the lower back, which
may be sharp and overwhelming. Releasing to the sensation, to the pain, is always the key—
always! Because of a desire to be proactive, some women deliberately intensify labor by moving
their hips, dancing, or rolling on a birth ball. They make sounds or, rather, let sound come freely
(much like the groans, moans, and guttural sounds associated with passion). Some women find
that kissing their partner helps make the world go away.I focused on my breathing and closed
my eyes. The waves of sensation with each rush manifested in my breathing rate, and I was both
concentrating and relaxing through the intensity. As the waves started to come on stronger and
more often, I needed to get up. The rushes became even stronger—this seemed to be
happening quickly, and I began to moan and groan to release pain. I sought out the most
comfortable position, which was kneeling on the floor, knees splayed, my upper body propped
up on the couch, a stool, or a birth ball.—Shannon A., Pocantico Hills, New YorkThe pool felt so
good. It was so warm and buoyant … I gave myself to the water and the warmth and the
buoyancy. I felt each contraction come with such force, and each loud sounding I made released



that force and elevated me. I felt like I was floating higher and higher, defying gravity, conquering
pain. If I was louder than my contraction was painful, I conquered it. This is what I decided in the
midst of labor, and it worked for me. I was in peaceful control.—Sally J., Cedar City, UtahPenny
Simkin, a world-renowned doula (birth helper) trainer, created a simple formula known as the 3
Rs, intended to help women step into and stay in what we call labor land. The 3 Rs can also be
seen as the responses of women who cope well with labor. The first of these is relaxation (which
we have already discussed at length), the second is rhythm, and the third is ritual. Rhythm is
implicit in labor contractions and simply needs to be felt and followed, whereas ritual is particular
to the mother and her unique coping style. Here are some examples (from Penny) of ritual
activities women spontaneously developed during labor.One woman felt safe and cared for
when her mother brushed her long, straight hair rhythmically during contractions.Another rocked
in a rocking chair in rhythm with her own pattern of breathing.Another wanted her partner to rub
her lower leg lightly up and down in time with her breathing.Another dealt with back pain by
leaning forward on the bathroom sink, swaying rhythmically from side to side, and moaning while
her partner pressed her lower back. Once a woman finds a ritual activity that helps her, she
typically depends on it for many contractions, although she may change her ritual when a
change of pace seems necessary. If she is disturbed in her ritual or prevented from practicing it,
she may become disoriented and upset.2 Thus another aspect of ritual is creating a birth
environment that is both functional and beautiful (not easy in the hospital, but we’ll get to that).
This may involve the use of visual objects for focus (mandalas or pictures), physical objects to
support labor’s progress (a heating pad, hot water bottle, or birth ball), treasures soothing to hold
or touch (crystals or sentimental objects), soft music, dim light, candles, aromatherapy, etc.
Think of setting the stage for lovemaking, and you’ll have it!Ina May Gaskin, world-renowned
midwife, has articulated a principle of childbearing she calls the sphincter law.3 Like the anal
sphincter, the cervix is sensitive to outside influences, particularly to tension and a lack of
privacy. She humorously poses the question, “How well could you poop on demand, or without
privacy, or on a timetable?” The sphincter law reinforces the delicacy of a woman’s responses in
labor based on her surroundings and the need to allow her body to function spontaneously.I was
surprised during the labor that I could face the contractions, willing them on, knowing they would
pass and bring the “meeting” closer. I curled up often into the fetal position and relaxed by …
sucking my thumb! I found that worked so well—something I hadn’t done for maybe 20 years!
And I was very surprised by the sounds that came from me—deep guttural, animal, primeval
sounds, but I didn’t care—it was totally exhilarating!—Patricia A., Guildford, UKAs active labor
progresses, sensations become ever stronger and more overwhelming until they peak at a time
we call transition. This usually falls between 7 and 9 centimeters dilation. By now, contractions
occur at least every 3 minutes and last up to 11⁄2 minutes; they may even be back-to-back!
Transition is the turning point between first and second stage, when the baby begins to descend
deeply into the pelvis as the last bit of cervix slips away. Thus you may feel an urge to push,
along with the continued imperative to relax, which can be just too much to take and lead to a



crisis of faith. In truth, the urge to bear down is an impulse to be active, which conflicts with the
need to surrender completely for full dilation. No wonder women in transition push away offers of
help, swear at their loved ones, panic, or ask for drugs!… Hitting transition … arrrggh … when
will this be over? I just want to go to sleep. How much longer? This really, really hurts! I whimper
… I cry. I just want to go to bed … but I’m getting out of the pool, lying on the mattress, on the
couch eating a dried apricot, and then throwing up.—Joni R., Perth, AustraliaOne of the keys to
getting through transition is taking an upright position, which can speed descent and shorten the
phase considerably. Sitting on the toilet can also help, as it triggers our conditioning to let go and
let down. Privacy is essential, but many women want and need more direct contact at this point—
especially someone to make eye contact with. Words of encouragement like “You’re doing
beautifully” or “Perfect—that contraction is over, let it go” can make a difference, even if the
woman seems oblivious.Sometimes transition brings no urge to push but, rather, an extreme out-
of-body feeling that leads some women to fear that they may be dying. Those who assist both
births and deaths often find the processes and support measures to be very similar.4 If you
know that this may occur in transition, it will be less alarming if it does, and you will have more
opportunity to explore this mentally heightened state. This is the deepest theta point in the
process, the still point before the back-in-thebody activity of pushing.If we view the process of
birth as a circle, we can say it begins in ordinary reality and then increasingly moves us to
transpersonal realms. The peak is at the moment of full dilation, when the call to come back to
the body is felt. The process then becomes very physical, so that by the time of birth, we are fully
back to ourselves and in the present moment.There was an interesting moment just before
pushing began that I will never forget. I felt helpless, it was hurting so much, and I could not do
anything to help it. I wanted the birth to be over already, I was so tired of labor. A monologue was
happening in my mind; I was asking, How much longer do I have to bear this? I was pleading, I
can’t stand it anymore. This was all taking place inside me—from the outside, I was quiet. At that
point, I had nothing left but to surrender and acknowledge that I was not in control of anything.—
Maria K., Quebec, CanadaWhat happens at the peak varies, depending largely on the duration
of first-stage labor. If it has been long or difficult, you may suddenly feel very sleepy and catch a
few winks or maybe even an hour or two of sleep! Although this “rest and be thankful” phase is
generally discouraged in the hospital, the physiologic reality remains: If the body indicates a
need for rest, it is wise to follow, as forcing progress (with Pitocin, for example) can lead to a tired
uterus that is less efficient at getting the baby born and more likely to relax immediately after,
resulting in postpartum hemorrhage. Uterine fatigue is also linked to impaired circulation,
meaning less oxygen for the baby and probable fetal distress.Not every woman finds rest at this
point, for if her body is ready to move ahead, she will soon be pulled along by a bevy of new
sensations. The hormonal mix changes, too, with a dramatic release of adrenaline that prompts
her to focus and engage in the effort of bringing her baby out. For some women, these new
sensations are highly pleasurable.If you are wondering how adrenaline could possibly be of help
when it is known to oppose progress in first-stage labor, keep in mind that the cervix is now fully



open and uterine muscle is massed at the fundus to press downward. At this point, adrenaline
supports you in being active and assuming a position that will allow the uterus to do its work.
Typically, women want to be upright and leaning forward; they reach forward for something (or
someone) to grasp and, if they are free to do so, may wiggle their hips or otherwise move the
pelvis to free the joints. They may also let out a banshee scream. Pioneer researcher Niles
Newton termed this the fetus ejection reflex.5 The reflex usually occurs with pressure to the
vaginal floor, but this is not always the case.I was very relaxed floating in the water with
contractions waxing and waning, not causing me any distress. I felt very present with my friends
and family even though I wasn’t talking much, just floating.I knew from the intensity and the
duration of the contractions that I must be nearing the end of first stage. I suddenly felt a very
different sort of contraction much lower down, then I felt my water break and gushed hot fluid
repeatedly as I experienced a prolonged orgasm until the contraction ended. I was shocked at
how it came unexpectedly out of nowhere. I started laughing, and then jumped out of the pool
because I didn’t want it to happen again in front of my friends, kids, everyone! I went to my
bedroom, and our son was born into his father’s hands just a few pushes later.—Alice T., West
Newbury, MassachusettsThe exquisite pleasure of the transition from dilation to pushing was
truly divine! The sensation of the fetal ejection reflex was amazing to behold. I loved being able
to kneel in my pool, completely calm, knowing that I was safe, knowing that I could trust my body
to push my baby out, and all I had to do was relax and let it happen.—Sarah L., Victoria,
AustraliaAccording to midwife Jean Sutton, a key role is played by the “rhombus of Michaelis,” a
kite-shaped area of the lower back with points at the center of the waist, at the coccyx (tailbone),
and at the sacroiliac joints (a few inches to either side of the sacrum).6 This area is meant to
open dramatically during second-stage labor, increasing the front-to-back dimensions of the
pelvis by several centimeters! And if a woman is leaning forward, the back of the baby’s head will
contact her G-spot, triggering not only physical opening but also orgasmic release. The worst
thing that could happen at this juncture is for a woman to be on her back, as even in a
semireclining position, she won’t have the range of motion her body requires. Corroborating this,
Sheila Kitzinger reports that Jamaican midwives believe a baby cannot be born until the mother
“opens her back.”7As the baby moves lower, stretch receptors in the vagina trigger a new flood
of oxytocin into the mother’s system. What are sensations like at this point? The baby’s head is
about the size of a grapefruit— imagine the amount of pressure on vaginal nerve endings, and
you have some idea of the sensory magnitude! In fact, the hypogastric and pelvic nerve
systems, as well as the vagus nerve, are all highly stimulated, in direct correlation to the
physiology of sexual arousal.8 Add to this the oxytocin rush, and the orgasmic potential of the
moment really comes into focus.Please remember that epidural medication will disrupt this
potential. If vaginal stretch receptors are numbed, there is no oxytocin flood (nor will there be if
Pitocin is administered). This appears to be a general mammalian response; birthing ewes given
peridural medication (which is less numbing than an epidural) show dramatically reduced or
absent bonding behaviors,9 and, interestingly enough, nonpregnant ewes primed with estrogen/



progesterone and stimulated vaginally by vibrator respond to newborn lambs as if they were
their own.10 This suggests, quite simply, that vaginal stimulation prompts bonding.Prior to giving
birth, I heard nothing but horror stories. My mother described it as one of the hardest, most
painful things she ever endured. But my birth was the most enlightening, amazing experience of
my life. I was in labor for 14 hours, at home with my husband and doula for 12. I was 7
centimeters dilated when I got to [the hospital]. I quietly did my hypnosis practice until my OB
arrived … She said I was ready and quickly left to put on her scrubs.While she was gone, I got
on my hands and knees, felt the urge to breathe the baby down, and I did—three easy breaths
with no pain or pressure, just a wonderful release. The attending nurse freaked as the head
came out. She held the baby back and screamed for my husband to get a doctor. An intern
stepped up to deliver the rest of the baby but first asked me to get on my back. My husband told
him I was not going to move and would birth the way I wanted; he had no choice. My OB arrived
to deliver my placenta.—Jeannie C., New York, New YorkThe baby’s oxytocin levels are
increasing, too, putting it in physical and emotional harmony with the mother. High adrenaline
levels in both mother and baby facilitate alertness. Talk about orgasmic—see how the two
primary partners in birth are entrained to one another biologically and energetically.Perhaps I
should say we pushed, because truly, pushing Oscar out was both a mystical, ferocious act of
mamababy strength and also a joyous act of community love. My face was crammed into
Owen’s neck; I breathed him in with each breath. Lanell had her arms wrapped around the top of
my belly, hugging me and helping me focus my efforts downward. Julia sat calmly by my feet. GB
focused on my perineum, applying steaming wet washcloths to help the tissues relax, watching
the top of Oscar’s head, and helping me to stretch around him. Amy sat beside me, one hand
gently placed at the top of my back, grounding me. Marcela sat in the glider, her own baby belly
keeping her from being in the tangle of bodies on the bed. She held the space for us, doula for
the doulas. If there is one moment of labor I go back to repeatedly, it is this. All of us together,
moments before Oscar arrived. I was so supported, so loved, so cared for and celebrated.—Jodi
E., Austin, TexasAs for the birthing woman’s partner, the only place to be is fully with mother and
baby, merged with them to the fullest extent. This is true for any intimate participant in birth, and
it is the key to discovering birth’s orgasmic dimensions. Put another way, birth is an experience
where the woman is in the lead—period!This final stage before the birth can also be a plateau
point, particularly for women who are survivors of abuse or who have some ambivalence about
bringing a baby into the world. The intense pressure with crowning may cause fear; some
women report feeling as though they are splitting apart. Simple remedies include touching the
baby’s head or looking in a mirror to see it—mostly to see that the head is no larger than
portrayed in photos and videos, in spite of how it feels. A woman having a difficult time may
benefit from an inverted position, such as the yoga position called Child’s Pose, where you pull
your knees to your chest underneath you and touch your forehead to the floor. This minimizes
pressure on the perineum.“I worked with the midwives to identify what kind of strength I needed
to offer and when. For example, if the circumstances called for silent, sympathetic support—I



delivered. But if the circumstances called for absolute firmness—then I did that, too! I trusted my
wife to let me know how she felt, and I trusted the midwives to let me know what was needed.”—
Bill M., Washington, DCAs the birth becomes imminent, many women cannot open their eyes or
do much of anything but give themselves over to the process. Particularly if second-stage labor
has been rapid (half an hour or less), you may feel that you are turning inside out. Certainly this
was my experience with my second birth at home: I felt like my entire body was one huge birth
canal, and all I knew were the feelings of pressure, the thrill of crowning, and finally, after my
daughter’s head emerged, the rush of her body through my vagina, a sensuous tracing of her
form that I will never forget. In the moments immediately after—well, I was stunned, not yet ready
to open my eyes and reach for her. More than that, I was in ecstasy; the moment was timeless.
And then everything rushed forward and I was holding her, my son climbed up on the bed, my
husband was beside me, and my family was reborn.My midwives later said that they wished we
had gotten the birth on film, as I was so perfectly controlled. This seemed an odd comment, as
for me it had nothing to do with control but, rather, with attunement. I just followed the messages
my body sent on exactly how much to release at each moment, when to bear down, when to
pant and hold back. I don’t remember the midwives saying much of anything, but even if they
did, I was beyond listening. I did it all from the inside.Once the mother has the baby in her arms,
adrenaline levels diminish, although oxytocin levels reach new heights to prompt bonding and
delivery of the placenta. The latter can take half an hour or more. The contractions that stimulate
placental separation are so mild compared to labor that the only indication may be momentary
distraction in the mother. Usually the placenta comes just before adrenaline drops low enough to
allow the mother to feel her fatigue and want to recline.Meanwhile, the baby is stabilizing,
clearing its lungs, and establishing respiration. The cord should be kept intact until it has
stopped pulsing, as it will continue to provide blood and oxygen to the baby as it makes the
transition to breathing. As it does so, dramatic changes take place in its circulation, and after a
minute or two, we know independent breathing has occurred as its hands and feet finally turn
pink. The baby takes its time exploring its mother’s face or nuzzling up to her breast for her
scent. If no medication has been used, it will happily self-attach to her nipple.This phase is best
described as afterglow. Anyone in the room will be awash in the joyful feelings of well-being
emanating from mother and baby as they greet one another. The mother’s partner can be
intimately involved in this, sitting at her side, touching and caressing both her and the baby.
Something warm to drink is lovely right now, and it is critical that the room be warm to keep
oxytocin levels high, adrenaline low, and theta brain waves dominant to prompt the deepest
bonding possible.This is birth, its true nature and amazing potential revealed. Dear reader, I am
sure you have realized by now that set and setting at a birth—the people and place involved—
not only impact the experience but largely determine the options available as it unfolds. In the
next chapter, we will explore this in more detail.“I felt an intense peace and a flood of emotions
when I first nursed my son. The most joyous tears came to my eyes, and my heart just soared.”—
Wendy S., Wayne, New Jersey Notes - Step One1. Sarah Buckley, “Undisturbed Birth: Nature’s
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219 (1983): 81–83.STEP TWOKNOW YOUR OPTIONSIf you don’t know your options, you don’t
have any.—DIANA KORTE AND ROBERTA M. SCAER,A GOOD BIRTH, A SAFE BIRTHTo have
the orgasmic birth of your dreams, you must make a number of important decisions. First, you
must decide where and with whom you will give birth. On that basis, you will be faced with
choices regarding various procedures and interventions, many of which have alternatives more
apt to support birth’s physiology and orgasmic potential.In the United States today, about 98
percent of women give birth in the hospital, with home and birth-center births at 2 percent. We
currently rank 29th in infant mortality, meaning that 28 countries lose fewer babies than we do.1
In contrast, countries with the lowest infant mortality rates use midwives as primary care
providers for healthy, lowrisk women. As stated in the UK Consensus Statement from the
Maternity Care Working Party, women must be given the “choice of place of birth, including
home birth, a midwife-led birth center, and a maternity unit with midwifery and medical facilities
… Attention should be paid to providing a comfortable and supportive environment to all women
during labor to help them relax and feel secure. When it is possible to use fewer medical
procedures in labor, with the woman’s agreement and without jeopardizing safety, this should be
the objective.
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Anna Marquez, “wonderful source of empowering information. about the copy i received: the
matte cover was very nice. i would prefer a hard copy option...this book is really that good &
useful. i recommend it to everyone i know.about the book: this book helped me understand and
prepare for a lot of my fears going into labor & delivery. i read it twice before my first child. it was
loaned out to a friend when i found out i was pregnant again so i ordered this copy. i didn’t read
any of the stories in the last part or gray boxes throughout the first and second part...i’m sure
they are very empowering if you enjoy reading stories. i really value information, and debra really
knows her stuff. it is encouraging no matter what kind of birth you are planning. she talks about it
all.”

Ebook Library Reader, “thanks to this book i delivered my baby naturally and without epidural.
though i was decided to have a vaginal birth without medication and had been researching for
months, two weeks before my babys due date i bought this book and it helped me understand
my body and all the process, i wanted a vaginal birth but i didnt know if i was going to be able to
go through it without pitocin and epidural and I DID!! i spent 7 and a half hours in labor and never
asked for an epidural, then i spent 20 minutes pushing my baby naturally, im so proud of myself
that i brought my baby to the world without medication, and i didnt feel traumatized, i enjoyed the
ride and the birth process. For moms to be that understand the way you bring your baby to life is
important, and that our body is prepared to do this naturally, this is a great book, empower
yourselves of your own body and your own birth process, let the midwives and doctors be just a
company in the process, be the real chief of your baby`s birth, seek information about pitocin
and epidural, if you feel you need them, do it, but if i did it i know you can do it without them, and
i do believe pitocin cant be good for the baby if it accelerates the natural process of the baby
coming down and the contractions come much harder than the body can bear, be informed, i
know you can do it!”

Bibliophile, “Don't let the name foo you. That's right. The name is a misnomer. This book is really
about how to have a pleasurable (as in happy and healthy) pregnancy and birth. I bought it and
read it three times before I ever got pregnant. That is how much i enjoyed the book. The 2
reasons it does not get 5 stars is 1) because for people with attention issues it is hard to keep
focus on text as all through out there are random "pop-ups" with testimonials and quotes and the
like that have nothing to do with the topic you may be reading about and thus make this a very
discombobulating read. And 2) the first 2/3 of the book is about pregnancy and delivery but the
last third (which I never fully read) is simply different birth stories this making the book a tad over
priced but still a very good read.The author is very honest about where she stands on the
hospitals, but does a good job of presenting information in a way that is practical even if you are
firmly set or have to have. Granted the first chapter is a bit rough as she talks about the "cascade



of interventions" which if you are already a little fearful of birth will give you even more to be
worried about but overall I found the book to be a great read that tries to uplift women with all the
testimonials and stories but also tries to remind them to be careful of unnecessary vs medically
necessary interventions no matter where they choose to birth.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A MUST read for expectant mothers. As a doula and a mother, I can’t
recommend this book enough! A must read for birth workers and expectant mothers. This
changed how I viewed pregnancy and I encourage my clients to read this and/or watch the
documentary! Lays out steps to help you have a pleasurable pregnancy and open you up to a
satisfying labour/delivery experience. It’s your experience, own it!”

Lauren, “Just the info I was looking for. When I described the kind of birth experience I was
visualizing for myself to my midwife she recommended I read this book. I read it in just a couple
days, and the information about the physiology of birth and the role and timing of various
hormones was very specific. I feel like I have so much more knowledge about how to keep
myself in a positive and blissful state throughout my labor for this birth.I noticed some reviewers
said the book is biased toward home birth. It's true that you can look at it that way, but it would
also be a good idea to look at actual medical statistics and then weigh your options before
interpreting that 'bias' as a negative thing. I'm done SO much research since I found out I was
pregnant on medical (not legal) statistics and have found the home birth option to be safer. Also
to note is that anyone looking for pain relief through meds will be disabling their body from being
able to have a birth experience like the nature described in this book. If you are looking for a
blissful ecstatic birth, then the biases in this book would most certainly be important for you to
pay attention to.  Be well, and happy birthing!”

Ionela Simona Tabarcea, “The only book you will need to prepare for birth. Love love love this
book! In fact i was so frustrated reading the book "Blooming Birth" as it didn't really teach much
and it portrays the same negative view on birth and same old boring advice that's not really
useful. I went on to other books in preparation for my son's arrival. But none gave the information
I really needed."Orgasmic birth" is the only book you will need to prepare for the arrival of your
precious one. Its holistic approach to birth will give you in depth knowledge, tips, resources, birth
stories. It has everything you need to know. I'm only saw I found it towards the end of my last
trimester, nonetheless, it gave me more confidence and direction on some of the things I needed
to know.I just could not recommend this highly enough!”

eleni, “A must-read. an absolutely fantastic book every expectant mum should read!”

nicola, “Great information. Really great book .would recommend .”

b, “Five Stars. Really good read to help put you in a positive mindset for giving birth.”



J.A., “Molto utile e toglie eventuale paure del parto!. Un libro molto utile per chi deve partorire.
Parla dell esperienza positiva e naturale del parto. Proprio come dovrebbe essere per ogni
donna...”
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